OUR ESTEEMED FACULTY

Our accounting faculty possess a wide variety of expertise that span the different areas of accounting. Learn more about a few of our distinguished faculty members.

Shuping Chen
Associate Professor
Area of Expertise: Financial
Latest Research: Conservatism and Equity Ownership of the Founding Family

Michael Clement
Professor
Area of Expertise: Financial
Latest Research: Inside the 'Black Box' of Sell-Side Financial Analysts

Steven Kachelmeier
Professor
Area of Expertise: Auditing
Latest Research: Why Do Ineffective Audit Committee Members Experience Turnover?

William Kinney
Professor
Area of Expertise: Auditing
Latest Research: Public Equity and Audit Pricing in the U.S.

Lisa Koonce
Professor
Area of Expertise: Financial
Latest Research: Risk in Financial Reporting

Volker Laux
Associate Professor
Area of Expertise: Managerial
Latest Research: Corporate Governance, Board Oversight, and CEO Turnover

John McInnis
Assistant Professor
Area of Expertise: Financial
Latest Research: Internal Control Weaknesses and Financial Reporting Fraud

Lillian Mills
Professor
Area of Expertise: Taxation
Latest Research: Taxes and Financial Constraints; Evidence from Linguistic Cues

Brian White
Assistant Professor
Area of Expertise: Financial Reporting, Managerial
Latest Research: Earnings Metrics, Information Processing, and Price Efficiency in Laboratory Markets